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Abstract

An image forgery method called Deepfakes can cause

security and privacy issues by changing the identity of

a person in a photo through the replacement of his/her

face with a computer-generated image or another person’s

face. Therefore, a new challenge of detecting Deepfakes

arises to protect individuals from potential misuses. Many

researchers have proposed various binary-classification

based detection approaches to detect deepfakes. How-

ever, binary-classification based methods generally require

a large amount of both real and fake face images for train-

ing, and it is challenging to collect sufficient fake images

data in advance. Besides, when new deepfakes genera-

tion methods are introduced, little deepfakes data will be

available, and the detection performance may be mediocre.

To overcome these data scarcity limitations, we formulate

deepfakes detection as a one-class anomaly detection prob-

lem. We propose OC-FakeDect, which uses a one-class

Variational Autoencoder (VAE) to train only on real face

images and detects non-real images such as deepfakes by

treating them as anomalies. Our preliminary result shows

that our one class-based approach can be promising when

detecting Deepfakes, achieving a 97.5% accuracy on the

NeuralTextures data of the well-known FaceForensics++

benchmark dataset without using any fake images for the

training process.

1. Introduction

With significant advancements made in deep-learning

technologies, generating highly realistic fake human face

images has become much easier than before. Recently,

Deepfakes, which are a technique that replaces an individ-

ual’s picture or video with another person’s face using deep

learning algorithms, have arisen. Deepfakes usually super-

impose or combine an existing source image onto a target

image using Autoencoders or Generative Adversarial Net-

works (GANs)[8] to create a new forged image. Autoen-

coders and GANs are sometimes exploited together on a

single facial image to create fake images or videos. One

popular example is the Deepfakes of former U.S. President,

Barack Obama, generated as part of a research [29] focusing

on the synthesis of a high-quality video, featuring Barack

Obama speaking with accurate lip sync, composited into

a target video clip. Therefore, the ability to easily forge

videos raises serious security and privacy concerns: imag-

ine hackers that can use deepfakes to present a forged video

of an eminent person to send out false and potentially dan-

gerous messages to the public. Nowadays, fake news has

become an issue as well, due to the spread of misleading in-

formation via traditional news media or online social media

and Deepfake videos can be combined to create arbitrary

fake news to support the agenda of a malicious abuser to

fool or mislead the public.

Moreover, according to an article by Dickson [6], about

96% of the Deepfakes on the Internet, such as pornography

featuring faces of famous celebrities, are used without con-

sent. For example, 41% of the Deepfakes targeted British

or American on-screen characters and almost a quarter of

the video involved female South Korean musicians or K-

pop artists. Politicians have also been a common target of

Deepfakes. Thus, Deepfakes can serve as a platform for a

number of malicious use cases.

Methods like Adobe Photoshop, StyleGAN [15],

Faceswap, PGGAN [14], and diverse high-fidelity images

with VQ-VAE-2 [24] can be used to create fake images.

Current facial manipulation methods can be broadly cat-

egorized into the following categories: 1) Facial expres-

sion manipulation [25], in which one can transfer facial ex-

pressions of a person to another using a method such as

Face2Face [31], and 2) identity manipulation based on face

swapping methods, in which one can replace a person’s face

with that of another person. Face swapping is usually per-

formed by simple computer graphics techniques combined

with deep learning methods, but it requires training with

several videos. These deepfake videos are already prevalent

on social media platforms, such as Snapchat and Facebook.

Recent deepfakes detection methods involve deep-

learning based approaches. Hsu et al. [11] presented a two-



phase deep-learning approach for the detection of several

GAN-based deepfake images, such as deep convolutional

GAN (DCGAN) [23] and Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [10].

Also, forensic transfer [5] has been proposed to detect

Deepfakes with only a small amount of fake images and

transfer learning. Most of the proposed detection ap-

proaches formulate deep fake detection as a binary classi-

fication (real vs. fake) problem. However, detection based

on the binary classification requires a large amount of data

representing both classes. This poses a challenge when new

Deepfakes generation methods are introduced, and only a

few amount of deepfake samples are available for train-

ing. Therefore, there still exists a fundamental limitation to

binary classification-based approaches. Although transfer

learning [5] or few-shot-based approaches [12] have been

explored, they still require the collection of new fake im-

ages for training.

To overcome these limitations regarding extreme data

scarcity and dependency, we formulate Deepfakes detection

as a one-class classification problem, treating real images

as normal and the rest, such as Deepfakes, as anomalies.

We propose OC-FakeDect , which is based on a one-class

Variational Autoencoder (OC-VAE) with an additional en-

coder structure [18] for training only on normal data. Our

preliminary result shows that our approach achieves an ac-

curacy of 98% on Deepfakes Detection dataset, 86% on

FaceSwap, and 97.5% on NeuralTextures (NT) dataset with

well-known FaceForensics++ [25] benchmark dataset. Fur-

ther, for the NT dataset, our model’s performance is 18.5%

higher than that of the state-of-the-art XceptionNet, which

trains on both real and fake images, as opposed to our ap-

proach, which only trains on real images. Our method also

outperforms two-class MesoNet across all datasets from

FaceForensics++. This clearly demonstrates the feasibil-

ity and promise of one-class-based approaches for detecting

unseen deepfakes using only real images.

The main contributions of our work are summarized as

follows:

• One-class (OC) detection: We propose a one-class

classification model OC-FakeDect, based on Varia-

tional Autoencoder (VAE) for detecting Deepfakes as

an anomaly detection problem.

• Generalizability: Our method can be generalized to

detect deepfakes as it only relies on real human face

images, compared to binary-classification deepfakes

detection models.

• Detecting Deepfakes from FaceForensics++: We use

fake and real videos from the FaceForensics++ bench-

mark dataset to evaluate our one-class model, achiev-

ing high accuracy trained with only real images.

2. Related Work

In this section, we briefly overview multimedia forensics

and research that are directly relevant to our work.

Overview of Multimedia Forensics. Digital media

forensics is a field to develop forensic technologies includ-

ing the validation of authenticity, originality, and prove-

nance of an image or video. There are many approaches

to detect image forgeries [7], from analyzing inconsisten-

cies in images captured by a standard camera to extracting

specific alterations made to the image. Image noise [13] has

been proven to be an excellent method to detect alterations,

such as copy-paste from one image to another. Other ap-

proaches examine specific artifacts arising from the synthe-

sis process including color or texture, blinking of eyes [19],

and shape cues [2]. However, these approaches are gener-

ally not suitable for images generated from scratch due to

the lack or absence of synthetic artifacts.

Deep-learning based approaches. Neural networks are

used for image forensics as well. For instance, CNN-based

image classification models can be used to differentiate

deepfake images from real ones. For training deepfakes,

Faceforensics++ [25], which is comprised of different deep-

fake videos, serving as an automated benchmark dataset for

facial manipulation detection, has been released. It is com-

posed of more than 1.8 million images extracted from 1,000

videos from YouTube. We use this benchmark dataset for

our evaluation.

Zhou et al. [38] proposed detection of face swapping

manipulations of two types using a two-stream network.

Raghavendra et al. [17] proposed a method to detect al-

tered faces using two pre-trained deep Convolutional Neu-

ral Networks. They both require real and fake face image

data to train their models. By increasing the layer depth of

VGG16 [28] and VGG19, these models can also be used

for classification, but are very costly in terms of resource

consumption, and are more difficult and time-consuming to

train. ShallowNet and XceptionNet [3] algorithms, which

can also classify real and fake images, showed promising

results.

ForensicTransfer [5] addresses this issue using a smaller

amount fake images and exploring transfer learning for dif-

ferent domain adaptation. However, despite the transfer

learning capability, it still requires both categories of im-

ages (real and fake). The common drawback of all these

methods is that enough real and fake face image data are

required for training. However, since Deepfakes techniques

are getting more and more sophisticated and diverse, it is

difficult to collect a sufficient amount of data every time a

new technique is introduced. Further, we need a general-

ized approach to detect new Deepfakes, relying mostly on

real images. To overcome these practical issues, we pro-

pose a one-class-based approach using only real images for

the training process to detect non-real images.



One-class detection approaches. One-class classifica-

tion models are based on the assumption that all the obser-

vations only belong to one class, “normal”; the rest of the

observations are considered as “anomalies”. These types of

problems usually belong to the anomaly detection domain.

One-class Support Vector Machine (OC-SVM) [26], which

is a particular case of support vector machine that separates

data points from the origin by learning a hyper-plane in a

Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) [36] and maxi-

mizing RKHS distance, is one of the most popular unsuper-

vised learning methods that can detect anomalies. However,

the application of non-parametric OC-SVM to the detection

of deepfakes can lead to a high error rate with many support

vectors.

Another example of a one-class-based approach has been

explored by Oza and Patel [22], who proposed One-class

Convolutional Neural Network (OC-CNN). The main idea

of OC-CNN is to use a zero centered Gaussian noise in the

latent space as the negative class and train the network us-

ing the cross-entropy loss. Their core objective is to make

all negative distributions close to the hyper-plane. How-

ever, the objective of this model differs from the main ob-

jective of ours, because their model trains on negative or

“abnormal” class with standard cross-entropy loss, while

our model focuses on the “normal” class only.

Autoencoders (AEs) can also be used for one-class clas-

sification [1], or anomaly detection. An AE can be trained

to reconstruct the input with a low reconstruction error rate

by learning latent features of an input image. Here, “nor-

mal” data can be used for training and “abnormal” data can

be detected by using reconstruction error as the anomaly

score. However, AEs are deterministic and discriminative

models without a probabilistic foundation. To further im-

prove AE, Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [18], which is

a stochastic generative model that can provide calibrated

probabilities, has been proposed and has shown to yield

better fake image detection performance. In this work, we

apply OC-FakeDect to demonstrate an enhanced detection

performance compared to that of AE.

3. Dataset and Pre-processing

In this section, we discuss the dataset we used for our

work and describe the pre-processing procedure.

3.1. Dataset description

We used FaceForensics++ [25], which is comprised of 5

types of deepfake data as well as normal data, as our base-

line dataset. More than 1,000 YouTube videos have been

collected and most videos present frontal faces without oc-

clusions, which enables automated tampering methods for

the generation of realistic forgeries. The authors of Face-

Forensics++ generate 4 different types of deepfake image

using these videos, i.e., FaceSwap (FS), Face2Face (F2F),

Figure 1: Examples of real and fake human face images

extracted from the FaceForensics++ dataset. The first row

contains real images, while other the rows below contain

fake images of the DF, F2F, FS, NT and DFD datasets.

Deepfakes (DF) and NeuralTextures (NT). We used only the

real images from this dataset to train our OC-FakeDect and

both the real and fake images for testing. A brief description

of each dataset type is provided below.

Real Images (Real). FaceForensics++ offers a ground

truth video dataset and applies different facial manipulation

techniques to generate different deepfakes. We extracted

face images from these original videos using Multitask cas-

caded Convolutional Neural Networks (MTCNN) [37] and

obtained 30,000 real human face images. These real images

are used to train our OC-VAE.

FaceSwap dataset (FS). FaceSwap is a graphics-based

approach to transfer a person’s face from an image or a

video to another. The face region is extracted based on

sparse facial landmarks, which are used to fit a 3D tem-

plate model using blend-shapes. This model is then pro-

jected back to the target image, and by using the textures of

the input image, the difference between the projected shape

and the localized landmarks is minimized.

Face2Face dataset (F2F). Face2Face [31] is a real-time

facial reenactment of a target video sequence. It animates

the facial expressions of a target video from a source in-

dividual and re-renders the manipulated output video in a

photo-realistic fashion, while maintaining the target per-

son’s identity. It is based on two input video streams with

manual key frame selection, which are then used for the

dense facial reconstruction and the re-synthesis of the face

with different manipulations and expressions.

DeepFakes dataset (DF). The DeepFakes dataset refers

to the replacement of human faces using deep learning tech-

niques. Some of the techniques involve FS [4], FakeApp

and Deepfakes [9]. The goal of DF is to replace a person’s

face in a video with the face of a target individual. For the
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Figure 2: One-class Variational Autoencoder (OC-VAE) Architecture Diagram with latent space reparameterization

generation of forged videos, two Autoencoders [32], shar-

ing a single encoder trained to reconstruct the original and

the target person’s image, are used.

NeuralTextures dataset (NT). NeuralTextures [30] are

learned feature maps of a target individual in a video. Orig-

inally, NT was trained with a photometric reconstruction

loss with an adversarial loss, but as per the implementation

by Rossler et al. [25], a patch-based GAN-loss is applied.

To generate neural texture information, the tracking module

of Face2Face [31] is used to modify the mouth region.

Deepfake-detection dataset (DFD). The Deepfake-

detection dataset is provided by Google and JigSaw. It

contains around 3,000 manipulated videos featuring 28 ac-

tors. Some paid actors were hired to record hundreds of

videos for the generation of this dataset. From these videos,

they created thousands of deepfakes using publicly avail-

able deepfakes generation methods. This dataset is now

available as part of the FaceForensics++ [25] benchmark

dataset.

3.2. PreProcessing

After collecting these real and fake video datasets, we

extracted every frame from each video. Then, we used face

detection and alignment using MTCNN [37] to extract hu-

man faces (from real and fake videos) and performed verti-

cal alignment. We obtained 30,000 real human face images

and 10,000 fake human face images for each dataset. See

Fig.1 for example images.

4. Our Approach

In this section, we first introduce the basic structure

of VAE, and present our OC-VAE-based approach, OC-

FakeDect.

4.1. VAE and loss function

We first discuss the general OC-VAE architecture [18],

which is shown in Fig. 2. OC-VAE is a Directed Probabilis-

tic Graphical Model (DPGM) [33] consisting of an encoder

and a generator (decoder). A VAE encodes the input as a

distribution in the latent space, as opposed to a single point

like in the case of Autoencoder (AE). In comparison with

AE, the inference changes from learning f : X → Z to

learning the posterior distribution qφ (Z|X) and from learn-

ing h : Z → X ′ to learning the log-likelihood pθ (X|Z),
where φ and θ denote the parameters of the encoder and

decoder, respectively. The objective function of a VAE is

defined as follows:

L(σ, θ, x) =DKL (qφ (z|x) ‖ pθ (z))

− Eqφ(z|x) (pθ (x|z)) ,
(1)

where the first term is the KL divergence (KLD)[34] of

the approximated posterior and the prior of the latent space

and the second term is calculated through the Monte Carlo

method [35], which can be understood in terms of the recon-

struction of the input from posterior distribution qφ (Z|X)
and the likelihood pθ (X|Z). It can be directly expressed in

terms of the mean µ (x) and covariance σ (x) matrices of

the two distributions.

Similarly, our OC-FakeDect’s loss function

LOC−FakeDect is defined in Eq. 2. We denote X as

the input and pθ (X|Z) or p∗θ (Z) as the decoder output,

respectively: DKL to force the network to approximate a

Gaussian distribution N (µ (x) , σ (x)) in latent space, and

mean square error to measure the difference between input

and output image:

LOC−FakeDect =DKL [N (µ (x) , σ (x)) , N (0, I)]

+ ‖ X − p∗θ (Z) ‖2
(2)

When sampling from the distribution returned by the en-

coder, the Monte Carlo gradient method used to optimize

the variational lower bound suffers from very high variance.

To overcome this issue by latent space reparametrization

technique, which is used to render the gradient descent pos-

sible, as shown in the blue middle block of Fig. 2. Without

using this technique, back-propagation is not possible due

to the random sampling occurring in the latent space. If we
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Figure 3: OC-FakeDect architecture: (a) OC-FakeDect-1

computes the reconstruction score directly from the input

and output image, and (b) OC-FakeDect-2 with the addi-

tional encoder structure computes the reconstruction score

from the input and output latent information.

denote Z as a random variable from a Gaussian distribution

with mean µ (x) and covariance σ (x), then Z, involving the

reparameterization technique, can be defined as follows:

Z = σ (x)× ζ + µ (x) , ζ ∼ N (0, I) . (3)

Equation 3 ensures that the latent vector Z follows the

posterior distribution, enabling us to train our model similar

to training a VAE. The latent space reparameterization is

also illustrated in the blue middle block in Fig. 2.

4.2. Anomaly Score

To distinguish real and fake face images, it is important

to evaluate them using a same metric. Therefore, we com-

pute the anomaly score, also referred to as the reconstruc-

tion loss or reconstruction score, for each image. To cal-

culate the reconstruction score, we compute the Root Mean

Squared Error (RMSE) between the input and output im-

ages of VAE as follows:

rmse =

√

√

√

√(
1

n
)

n
∑

i=1

(X ′
i −Xi)2, (4)

where X is the original input and X ′ is the reconstructed

output. By computing the reconstruction score for each im-

Figure 4: Histogram of reconstruction scores of real (green)

and fake (red) images, and the statistical threshold (orange)

on the NeuralTextures dataset with 50 real and 50 fake im-

ages.

age from training set using the Eq. (4), we construct a one-

class (OC) (“real”) distribution. Based on this OC distribu-

tion, we can determine a static threshold to distinguish non-

real images from real images. We use a statistical thresh-

olding by calculating the inter-quartile range (IQR) to mark

the 80% quartile (T80) of the distribution.

4.3. OCFakeDect

Based on the OC-VAE architecture as shown in Fig. 2,

we propose two different OC-VAE-based approaches, OC-

FakeDect-1 and OC-FakeDect-2, to detect real and fake

images. Figure 3a represents our first approach, OC-

FakeDect-1, and Fig. 3b represents our second approach,

OC-FakeDect-2. The first approach uses the same encoder

and decoder building blocks, and loss function as shown in

Fig. 2. In this first approach, we compute the reconstruction

score by computing the RMSE between the original input

X and the reconstructed output X ′ to determine distinguish

real and fake images, as shown using Eq. 4. In the second

approach, as shown in Fig. 3b, we have an additional en-

coder block following the decoder, which takes the decoder

output X ′ as an input and produces µ (X ′). Then we com-

pute the RMSE between the first encoder output µ (X) and

the second encoder’s output µ (X ′) of the input image us-

ing Eq. 4. We believe that the additional encoder block can

effectively extract real image features from the decoder out-

put again, while lacking the ability to extract the features of

non-real images such as deepfakes, giving high reconstruc-

tion score.

The main difference between our two proposed ap-

proaches is the method for the computation of the recon-

struction score. More specifically, OC-FakeDect-1 com-



(a) Original (b) Horizontal Flip (c) Vertical Flip

Figure 5: Data augmentation examples using real face im-

ages.

putes the reconstruction score between the input and out-

put images directly. On the other hand, OC-FakeDect-2

computes the reconstruction score between the latent rep-

resentations of the input and output images, such that it bet-

ter captures their latent characteristics. As an example, we

present the histogram of 50 real and 50 fake images to il-

lustrate the differences between two distributions in Fig. 4,

where the X-axis is the calculated reconstruction score from

OC-FakeDect-1. We can clearly observe the difference in

distributions between real and fake images from based on

the reconstruction score and the statistical threshold.

Data Augmentation. We applied various data aug-

mentation techniques for the training and validation sets of

real images, including horizontal and vertical flipping, and

change of brightness, hue, and saturation with a factor of

0.05. Further, we normalized the distribution with a mean

and standard deviation of 0.5. Examples of data augmenta-

tion techniques on the real image dataset from FaceForen-

sics++ are shown in Figure 5.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we present our experimental setup, as

well as the detailed training procedures. Also, we report

our detection performance results and analyze the activation

mappings on real and fake images. We also compare the de-

tection performance of a one-class-based approach with that

of a two-class-based approach.

5.1. Experiment

We scaled each image to 100 × 100 pixels and ob-

tained 30,000 non-augmented real images, which will serve

as the training data. For the training process of our OC-

FakeDect, we used the Adam gradient-based optimization

method with a learning rate of 0.001 and batch-size of 128.

We used convolutional layers and applied batch normaliza-

tion with ReLU activation for each layer in both the encoder

and the decoder. We trained our network for 300 epochs

and chose the model yielding the best accuracy score on the

validation set. We trained OC-FakeDect only with 30,000

real images, and without the fake images. For the testing

phase, we used 500 real images and 500 fake images from

the Deepfake, NeuralTexture, FaceSwap, Face2Face, and

Deepfake Detection datasets, provided by the FaceForen-

sics++ [25] benchmark dataset.

For comparison, we used the one-class Autoencoder

(OC-AE) as the baseline model, since it is widely used for

OC classification tasks. We built an Autoencoder with three

convolutional layers in the encoder and three convolutional

layers in the decoder with batch-normalization and ReLU

activation on every layer. Next, our proposed approaches

are compared against each other, using the same training

and testing procedure for all datasets. We compute the re-

construction score for each image and classify it as fake or

real based on the threshold as described earlier.

5.2. Results

We present our models’ performances in Table 1 us-

ing precision, recall, and F1 score for both the real and

fake datesets from 5 different sources in FaceForensics++.

We compare our OC-FakeDect with the baseline OC-AE.

As shown in Table 2, both OC-FakeDect approaches out-

perform OC-AE, which performs the worst giving 0.465

to 0.669 F1 score. On the other hand, OC-FakeDect-2

achieves the highest F1 score for all datasets, as marked in

bold (from 0.712 to 0.982). In particular, OC-FakeDect-2

achieved highest accuracy on DFD, and the second highest

accuracy on NT dataset. Therefore, OC-FakeDect performs

significantly better than AE for the OC detection problem,

demonstrating that it is a more generalized approach to de-

tect various types of fake images.

We believe that the higher performance of our OC-

FakeDect approach compared to that of OC-AE is attributed

to the fact that the latter, AE-based method, is trained

only to learn how to reconstruct the original input, while

the former, VAE-based method, learns the parameters of a

probability distribution representing the data. When com-

paring OC-FakeDect-1 and OC-FakeDect-2, the perfor-

mance differences are relatively small. Although slight

improvements are observed for OC-FakeDect-2 on the DF

and NT datasets, both methods achieve above 90% accu-

racy for NT and DFD. The slightly higher performance

of OC-FakeDect-2 compared to that of OC-FakeDect-1 is

attributed to the better anomaly scoring method, as well as

the additional encoder structure following the decoder of

OC-VAE-2 as show in Fig. 3b. The obtained thresholds

range from 0.009 to 0.022, slightly varying for the differ-

ent datasets.

5.3. Analysis

Real vs. Fake in OC-FakeDect. To compare and vi-

sualize the learned features between real and fake images

by OC-FakeDect, we employed GradCAM [27]. The results

are illustrated in Fig. 6. Figure 6a and 6b present the exam-

ple of an (a) original input image, (b) reconstructed image,

(c) class activation map (CAM) of last layer of the decoder,

and (d) the overlay of (a) and (c) for real and fake face im-



Table 1: Performance of OC-AE, OC-FakeDect-1, and OC-FakeDect-2 on 5 different types of real and fake benchmark

dataset provided by FaceForensics++. The threshold value is obtained based on the reconstruction score for each real and

fake image of the testing data. The highest values are marked in bold and thresholds are underlined.

Dataset Model OC-AE (Baseline) OC-FakeDect-1 (Ours) OC-FakeDect-2 (Ours)

Type Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Deepfake Real 0.492 0.492 0.492 0.860 0.864 0.862 0.885 0.882 0.883

Fake 0.492 0.492 0.492 0.864 0.860 0.862 0.882 0.886 0.884

Threshold 0.017 0.012 0.014

NeuralTexture Real 0.547 0.548 0.548 0.952 0.954 0.953 0.979 0.970 0.974

Fake 0.547 0.546 0.546 0.954 0.952 0.953 0.970 0.980 0.975

Threshold 0.017 0.026 0.018

FaceSwap Real 0.482 0.482 0.482 0.845 0.852 0.849 0.863 0.858 0.860

Fake 0.482 0.482 0.482 0.851 0.844 0.847 0.858 0.864 0.861

Threshold 0.017 0.010 0.012

Face2Face Real 0.477 0.477 0.465 0.707 0.706 0.707 0.712 0.712 0.712

Fake 0.477 0.477 0.475 0.707 0.708 0.707 0.712 0.712 0.712

Threshold 0.017 0.006 0.009

Deepfake Real 0.669 0.668 0.669 0.978 0.982 0.980 0.989 0.974 0.981

Detection Fake 0.669 0.670 0.669 0.982 0.978 0.980 0.974 0.990 0.982

Threshold 0.021 0.038 0.022

ages, respectively. As shown in Fig 6, we can clearly ob-

serve that OC-FakeDect produces intense activation around

the face areas of real images. Unlike real images where fa-

cial features, such as the nose, the forehead, and the cheeks,

are clearly localized via class activation mapping, fake im-

ages present rather disordered and dispersed activation pat-

terns, complicating the perception of essential facial regions

compared to that in real images. Therefore, our approach

better reconstructs the real face images, yielding higher re-

construction scores for fake images. This shows that a one-

class-based approach can effectively distinguish real im-

ages (“normal”) and anomalies (“abnormal”), such as Deep-

fakes, as shown in Table 1.

In addition, in order to verify that OC-FakeDect is actu-

ally learning the difference between real and fake images,

we used 9,000 real images and 9,000 fake images from

the NeuralTextures dataset to measure the loss from OC-

FakeDect. Figure 7 presents the loss plot for the real and

fake images, as well as the training loss using only the real

images over 100 epochs. The blue curve represents the

training loss for real images; the green curve depicts the loss

for real images and the red curve describes the loss for fake

images. We can observe a clear difference between the red

curve (fake) and green/blue curve (real). This means OC-

FakeDect is actually learning about the real images and is

able to distinguish real and fake images.

One-Class vs. Two-Class performance. The main

objective of our approach is to explore the performance

of OC detection. However, it would also be interesting

to compare our OC performance with state-of-the-art two-

class detection methods, such as MesoNet and Xception-

Net [25]. Table 2 summarizes the accuracy scores of all

three OC models and the two-class low quality trained

models such as MesoNet and XceptionNet across the five

types of datasets. The results for MesoNet and Xception-

Net models are taken from FaceForensics++ [25]. Accu-

racy scores marked in bold represent the highest accuracy

scores and those underlined represent the second highest

accuracy scores achieved for each dataset. As shown in Ta-

ble 2, XceptionNet, which uses both real and fake images

for its training process, achieves the highest accuracy scores

for DF, FS, and F2F. Surprisingly, OC-FakeDect , which is

only trained on real images, outperforms XceptionNet on

the NT dataset. In fact, OC-FakeDect achieved the second

highest performance across all datasets, outperforming the

two-class MesoNet. This demonstrates promising results,

that is, OC-based detection is indeed a viable option for the

development of a generalized deepfakes detector, without

the need for any fake images during the training phase.

6. Limitations and Future Work

Our models outperform OC-AE, as well as MesoNet,

which is a binary classification approach. Further, we

achieve better performance on the NT dataset using only

real images compared to XceptionNet, which is the current

state-of-the-art method; however, we still need to improve

our performance for other datasets. One of the limitations of

our approach is that we rely on the RMSE function to com-

pute the reconstruction score of images: it would be better



(a) Real face images.

(b) Fake face images.

Figure 6: Class Activation Map (CAM) from OC-

FakeDect . The (a) original input, (b) the reconstructed

output, (c) the CAM outputs, and (d) the overlaid images

of the original input and its CAM for real and fake face im-

ages from NeuralTextures dataset are shown.

Table 2: Performance summary based on accuracy for

all methods on the Deepfakes, NeuralTextures, FaceSwap,

Face2Face and Deepfake-detection datasets. The perfor-

mances of MesoNet and XceptionNet are obtained from

[5].

Model NT DF FS F2F DFD

OC-AE 54.60 49.20 48.20 47.80 66.90

OC-FakeDect1 95.30 86.20 84.80 70.70 98.00

OC-FakeDect2 97.50 88.40 86.10 71.20 98.20

MesoNet [25] 40.67 87.27 61.17 56.20 N/A

Xcep. Net [25] 80.67 96.36 90.29 86.86 N/A

if we can develop a method in which the network itself pro-

vides a reconstruction score or develops a better anomaly

scoring scheme. Also, we only use the real and fake images

dataset from FaceForensics++: it would be interesting to ex-

tend our approach and leverage additional real images from

CelebA [20], FFHQ [16], and VoxCeleb [21], and further

experiment to detect GAN-generated images.

Figure 7: Loss plot from our OC-FakeDect-2 for 100

epochs, where the blue line represents the training loss for

real images; the green line represents the loss for real im-

ages and red line represents loss for fake images.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we formulate the challenging task of Deep-

Fakes detection as a one-class problem using only real im-

ages for training. We propose OC-FakeDect , a model with

a novel architecture, consisting of an additional encoder

block to effectively learn the features of real images and

detect anomalies, such as Deepfakes. Our proposed sys-

tem outperforms other one-class-based approaches, as well

as the two-class MesoNet. We also achieved higher perfor-

mance on the NT dataset compared to XceptionNet. Using

only the real images, our approach demonstrates that one-

class-based detection can be a promising option for coping

with new or unseen deepfakes generation methods without

the need for any of those fake samples. Finally, future work

will include the improvement of one-class deepfakes detec-

tion methods to develop a more generalized and robust de-

tection model, as well as to better explore the learned fea-

tures from real images.
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